
by James Veverka, 1L
Law Weekly

At 6 p.m. today, one of the most
hectic times of the academic year
will end. At that time, the Registrar
closes the last chance lottery that
concludes the add/drop course reg-
istration period for the spring
semester.  Students who have not
been able to get into some of the
classes of their choice have the next
few hours to call or visit the Office of
the Registrar to sign up for that lot-
tery, according to Registrar Scott
Foster.

The add/drop period, which ran
through all of last week and up to
today, was itself an opportunity for
students to enroll in courses for
which they did not successfully pre-
register last April.  Many of the
classes each spring have waiting
lists, on which students can place
themselves as early as the previous
June.  The waiting lists, like the pre-
registration process, rank students
by such factors as their class year
and whether they are day or evening
students.  On a daily basis, students
could go to the bulletin board near
the Office of the Registrar to check
the status of waiting lists for differ-
ent courses and their own rankings
on the waiting lists.

The waiting lists frustrated some
students.  "I've attended five classes
so far, and I'm only registered for
one of them," said a 2L, interviewed
Wednesday who preferred to remain
anonymous.

Another 2L, who also preferred
anonymity, referred to the fact that
students must preregister for an
entire year's courses each April and
said, "A year at a time is bizarre."

Other students were more cir-

cumspect.  "You can usually get into
a class if you wait around long
enough," said Rob Ditzion, 3L.

"It seems really inefficient, but
from the administration’s side, it
must make sense," said Matthew
Issembert, 2L.  "Eventually you're a
third year, so you can take [classes
one can't get into as a 2L] next year."

For the sake of fairness, accord-

by Jenny Cieplak, 2L
Law Weekly

Last semester, those attending
Professor Gottesman's Evidence class
received a strange send-off at the end
of the term -- Deans Everett Bellamy
and Wendy Perdue came to class to
discuss a harassing email that had
been sent to a member of the class,
purporting to be from an anonymous
student. Students were asked to give
any information they had about the
identity of the sender. The Law
Center's Disciplinary Code, which all
students are on notice of according to

by Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
Law Weekly

Imagine walking to Union Station
after a hard day of classes. Suddenly
you are nearly run over by a speeding
car whose driver gives little or no heed
to pedestrians crossing the street.
While this might not be an uncommon
occurrence in certain parts of the dis-
trict, law students and staff must face
this problem every day at the intersec-
tion of New Jersey Avenue and F
Street Northwest -- just north of the
bookstore and along the route most
students take to get to the Union
Station Metro. The intersection cur-
rently has two flashing yellow lights
that occasionally change to red. There
have been a number of accidents and
close encounters between pedestrians
and cars as both try to understand the
complicated nuances of the right of

by Katie Tenney, 1L
Law Weekly

The Irish Times, the Law Center's
favorite neighborhood bar, was briefly
shut down last month by the District of
Columbia Bureau of Food, Drug and
Radiation Protection for health code
violations. The Times was cited on
December 18 for numerous violations
including unclean food preparation
surfaces and possible rodent infesta-
tion, though it re-opened three days
later after remedying the infractions

According to Robert Sudler, a food
technician at the D.C. Bureau of Food,
Drug and Radiation Protection, the
Irish Times was investigated because
of a specific complaint by a patron.
Sudler said that the Irish Times was
allowed to reopen only after the viola-
tions were resolved. 

The closure, Sudler explained, was
"mostly an issue of rodents outside."

Further specifics from the bureau's
report were unavailable at press time.

The Irish Times would not com-
ment for this article.

Student reaction to news of the
closing was mixed. Some expressed
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Students check the waitlist board in hopes of securing spots in Georgetown’s
most coveted classes.
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The Irish Times was temporarily closed from Dec. 18, 2003 until Dec. 21, 2003.
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Class Gift T-Shirts are here!
Stop by the Graduating Class Gift

table or contact Sara Strother at
ses57@law.georgetown.edu to pick up
your T-shirt! Haven't made a gift yet?
It's not too late to participate!  Donors
of $15 or more receive a Class of 2004
T-shirt.  Drop your gift in the blue
Class Gift box in the Office of Student
Affairs today! 

      

First SBA Meeting of the 
Year

The first SBA general body meet-
ing will take place Monday, Jan. 12 at
9 p.m. 

      

More Incentive to Work Out 
The Fitness Center announces

that it will be hosting its annual “I
WIN” fitness competition. To partici-
pate, exercise for 30 minutes four
times per week for the next eight
weeks. You are not required to use
the Fitness Center, and the 30 min-
utes can be broken down in any way
you want. For more information, see
Karen Pierce in the Fitness Center. 

      

Mass Schedule 
Sunday Mass will be celebrated

in the Chapel at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Daily masses will continue to be held
at 12:15 p.m. and Mondays and
Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the Chapel.

      

Workout with a Buddy
Looking for a workout buddy?

Check out the "buddy board," located
in the hallway near the Fitness
Center. 

      

Get a Massage               
Massage therapist Christine

Davis is gone for the month of
January.  Filling in for her is certified
massage therapist, Debra Floyd.  You
can schedule your massage by calling
the Fitness Center at X9294.  Rates are
$30 for a half-hour and $50 for an
hour.  

      

GWAC Scholarships
The GWAC Foundation, Inc. is

awarding four book scholarships to
women law students matriculating at
the six Washington D.C. law schools.
Selection is based on financial need
and demonstrated community serv-
ice. Applications are available at the
Financial Aid office and must be
postmarked no later than Jan. 15,
2004. For more information, contact
Norma B. Hutcheson at (202) 314-
6807 or at norma.b.hutcheson@usps.gov. 

      

Public Interest /
Government Interview

Program
The GULC/George Washington

University Public Interest/
Government Interview Program will
be held on Saturday, Feb. 7 at the
Marvin Center, one block from the
Foggy Bottom Metro Station. Over 90
potential employers have registered
for this program for summer and per-
manent positions. Find details for
application in the OPICS office or
online at the OPICS webpage. The
deadline for bidding is today, Jan. 13. 

      

Registration for Clinics  
Students who would like to

enroll in a clinic during the 2004-05
academic year must apply online by
March 26, 2004, and submit any
required supplemental application
materials by March 31, 2004.  Clinic
application packets will be available
beginning February 23, 2004 in Room
336, at the Registrar's Office, and at
(www.law.georgetown.edu/clinics).  To
learn more about the clinics, please
join the clinical faculty at one of the
two Clinic Town Meetings on March
3, 2004 at 3:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. in
the Moot Courtroom.
Representatives from each of the clin-
ics will also be available to answer
questions at the Clinic Party/Q&A on
March 17, 2004, from 4-6 p.m., in the
third floor atrium.  

      

Lose Something?
Detailed lists of found property

turned into the Department of Public
Safety will be posted Jan. 6 2004, on
the Student Affairs bulletin board
located outside Room 170 in
McDonough Hall. 

      

Women in Health Care Law
Are you a woman? Do you have

an interest in Health Care law? The
Roscoe Pound Institute will be
awarding the Elaine Osborne
Jacobson Award for Women in
Health Care Law. Candidates receive
$3,000 and an all-expenses paid trip
to Boston. Nominations must be
made by a dean or professor, and
must be made by January 26. Rules
are available at the J.D. Assistant
Deans’ Office, Room 308 and online
at www.roscoepound.com.

Crossword solution on page 3

Georgetown
Law Weekly wishes
its readers best of

luck in the
Spring semester!



by Tye Andersen, 2L
Law Weekly

Editor's Note: Due to editorial error,
this piece was inadvertently omitted from
last semester's final edition of the Law
Weekly. The Law Weekly sincerely apolo-
gizes for this error, and offers the article
below, printed in its entirety.

Late last month, in the wake of a
forty-hour filibuster between Senate
Republicans and Democrats, the
American Constitution Society (ACS)
and the Alliance for Justice presented
"What's at Stake: Judicial Activism
and Our Rights." A posting on the
ACS website (www.georgetownacs.org)
set the agenda for the evening -
"Recent years have seen a rise in con-
servative judicial activism: the inap-
propriate implementation by judges
of a conservative political agenda
under the guise of judicial decision-
making. While the conservative legal
movement has staked out the high
ground, claiming to hold a monopoly
on principled legal reasoning, the
decisions of conservative federal
courts tell a different story: the
replacement of principled legal rules
with a conservative political agenda."

In line with these views, the ACS
gathered together a distinguished
panel committed to opposing what
they called the conservative attempt
to rework the federal judiciary.
Members of the panel included Nan
Aron of the Alliance for Justice, David
Bookbinder of the Sierra Club,
Susanne Martinez of Planned
Parenthood Federation of America,
and Hilary Shelton of the NAACP.
Each panel member addressed his or
her particular concerns with President
Bush's nominees relative to his or her
area of practice.

Suzanne Martinez spoke of her
concern that overturning Roe v. Wade
is at the core of the new nominees'
activism. Stating that, in her opinion,
the new nominees' conservatism
extends beyond ideology, Martinez
spoke of an outright conservative
judicial agenda.

Next, David Bookbinder talked
about the importance of litigation in
the area of environmental policies.
Bookbinder described the situation as
"an assault that has begun" upon the
federal courts, and expressed his fear
that in the future, environmental leg-
islation will be the endangered
species. Bookbinder was particularly
alarmed by what he saw as the nomi-
nees' attempts to restrict Congress's
powers and to close the federal court-
house doors to potential litigants by
limiting standing to sue on environ-
mental issues. He specifically made
mention of his opposition to
California Judge Janice Rogers-
Brown, a woman perhaps on the

short-list of potential U.S. Supreme
Court candidates.

Hilary Shelton addressed civil
rights issues and criticized some nom-
inees' records on the issue. In addi-
tion, he urged President Bush to sit
down with members of various

minority organizations and discuss
potential federal nominees before the
confirmation hearings, in order to
avoid incidents such as last year's
stand-off.

Finally, Nan Aron closed the
panel by noting the overall important
purpose of the evening, which was to
elevate the awareness of the impor-
tance of judicial nominees.

In addition to the speakers, the
ACS presented a 10-15 minute video
entitled, "Packing the Courts: The
Battle over President Bush's Judicial
Appointments." The video featured
clips of Democrats on the Senate
Judiciary Committee questioning
nominees about their views. In partic-

ular, the video focused on controver-
sial nominees Charles Pickering,
Priscilla Owen, Miguel Estrada,
William Pryor and Carolyn Kuhl.
Pickering was ridiculed for giving less
than the minimum sentence to a cross-
burner, while Pryor was linked with

extremist abortion views, and Kuhl
was criticized for her ruling on a right
to privacy case. 

The official presentation conclud-
ed with a question and answer period.
Some of the questions were antagonis-
tic to the panel's views, and raised
thought-provoking questions about
how one defines the mainstream and
what will happen with the nomina-
tion process when Democrats control
it. 

Throughout the event, literature
about the ACS and the Alliance for
Justice was available, including a stu-
dent-produced Judicial Activism
Monitor. A friendly reception full of
Georgetown's catered favorites fol-
lowed, while students and panel
members mingled. 

"A very enlightening evening,"
said Matthew Cosentino, 3L, of the
event. "I study way too much to do
much else, but tonight has got me
thinking."

Coordinators for the event
seemed equally pleased. Ronald Lee,
2L and ACS president, remarked that
"the panelists brought out what's real-
ly at stake behind this debate on judi-
cial nominations -- that the judicial
philosophies of some Bush nominees
will turn back the clock on civil rights,
environmental protection, and repro-
ductive choice. A few audience mem-
bers suggested that resistance to their
confirmation is a sign of anti-minori-
ty, anti-women, and even anti-
Catholic sentiments; but the reality is
that these nominees simply cannot be
trusted with fairly applying the law in
these critical areas and senators have a
duty to prevent these individuals
from becoming life-time judges."

Lee added, "While there may be a
myth that Democratic senators are
jamming up the confirmation process,
the vast majority of the President's
nominees have been confirmed, many
without any negative votes. These
debates over a select number of nomi-
nees, some to the D.C. Circuit, should
be seen as necessary dialogues, not
partisan delay tactics."
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ACS hosts judicial nominations panel discussion

ing to Foster, there are a number of factors that
need to be considered when admitting students to
popular classes.  "We want to accommodate as
many students as possible," he said.   "But we have
to do it in a way that makes sense overall."  

The Registrar’s Office must consider the needs
of students in different classes and students in day
and evening sections, attempt to get students set-
tled in their courses quickly and present a clear set
of rules for the registration process. "This is the
most equitable, efficient system," Foster said.

To the extent students have difficulty getting
into certain classes, the problem, according to
Foster, is one of supply and demand.  The waiting
list for the Securities Regulation section taught by
Professor Langevoort is the longest at over one
hundred students.  "For wildly popular courses,
it's about the professors," said Foster.

Mistakes during the registration process are a
problem for some students.  Issembert, who trans-
ferred from Catholic University Columbus School
of Law, indicated that he had made mistakes in
the online registration process over the summer.
Tara Swaminatha, 2L, alleged that the Office of
the Registrar made mistakes in her course regis-
tration last fall after she transferred from the
evening program.  "They had me listed as the
wrong year, as the wrong section," she said.
According to Swaminatha, the Office of the

Registrar corrected the alleged error.
Both students and the Office of the Registrar

say that misinformation is a problem.  Another 2L
who wished to remain anonymous complained
that he had missed the deadline to sign onto the
waiting lists posted last Monday.  "The Registrar's
Office told me that they had run the list [for
Monday] before the weekend, but doesn't that
mean that the lottery really begins before Monday
if you really want to be part of the lottery?" he
said.

Foster emphasized that the information that
students need is contained in the materials pub-
lished by the Office of the Registrar and that
despite the volume of phone calls and e-mails that
his office receives, most students receive the
answers they need in less than twenty-four hours.
"A lot of the time what students react to is
mythology and not facts," he said.  As an example,
one idea that was circulated was largely inaccu-
rate "was that credits that students gain in the
London summer program don't count toward the
degree requirement."

Strategy is important to some students in
approaching the registration process.  Pascal
Brown, 2L, said he wasn't on any waiting lists at
all this semester.  "I overbooked," he said, explain-
ing that he preregistered for eighteen spring cred-
its last April and now is enrolled for thirteen
spring credits.  He also hedged his bets, he said,
by registering for alternative sections of the same

course in both the spring and fall semesters.
According to Foster, the most important thing

for students to do is to read the materials sent out
by the Office of the Registrar.  Additionally, he
suggested paying careful attention to first-day
attendance requirements for any courses in which
one is registered or on the waiting list.

Students still seeking to enroll in particular
courses may enter the last chance lottery by call-
ing the Office of the Registrar or handing in the
required forms by 6 p.m. today.  All names and
priorities from the waiting lists are dropped, so
students must actively sign up for the last chance
lottery.

Registration ends; hopefuls try last chance lottery
REGISTRATION from page 1



Picture of the Week

"What's Happening," prohibits con-
duct that "may unfairly impinge
upon the rights or privileges of mem-
bers of the Law Center Community." 

Although this language is vague,
it is broad enough to encompass
email harassment. According to
Katherine Hall, who handles sexual
harassment and sexual assault cases,
the language is intentionally broad.
"If you define things further you're
going to leave something out." 

Dean Bellamy observed that inci-
dents of harassment are rare.
Katherine Hall seconded this state-
ment, saying there have been "only a
handful" in the eight years she has
worked at Georgetown.

Records of all disciplinary inci-
dents are kept in the "Report of the
Committee of Professional
Responsibility" and available to stu-
dents upon request. The report is
kept in a safe in the Registrar's
Office. When Law Weekly staff
accessed the binder, only one inci-
dent of harassment was listed: last
year a student sent an abusive mes-
sage to a Law Center employee.
However, because the incident was
not considered to "call into question
the student's fitness to practice law,"
it was treated as an "administrative
violation" and was not emblazoned
on that student's permanent record,
the transcript. In 1993 a student was
accused of "disruptive and inappro-
priate behavior" and ended up being
suspended while she sought treat-
ment for mental health issues.

The vast majority of the incidents
listed in the Report were either exam
misconduct, plagiarism, or misrepre-
sentations on applications for admis-
sion or resumes. A warning to those
who would falsify their GPA's in the
hopes of getting that great firm job:
this is the sort of incident that will be
listed on one's transcript forever. A
large number of students falsified
their graduating classes in order to

have a better chance of getting a seat
in popular classes, a falsification
which is no longer possible due to
computerized registration.

However, it is the outlying cases
that are most interesting: several
theft charges cropped up, including
one instance of passing bad checks
for tuition. The Law Weekly's intrep-
id Editorial Board was investigated
in 1991 for publishing confidential
information, but no formal charges
were filed because the incident was
determined not to be a Code viola-
tion. (The source of the information
was disciplined, the correct outcome
according to our Constitutional Law
classes' teachings of first amendment
law.) 

Professor Michael Frisch,
GULC's Ethics Counsel, is the officer
of the school who handles discipli-
nary cases. The Ethics Counsel posi-
tion was created three years ago to
investigate Code infractions. Frisch,
L `74, who was working for the D.C.
Office of Bar Counsel prosecuting
ethics violations, was asked to fill the
new slot. Duties of the Ethics
Counsel include investigating com-
plaints and working toward achiev-
ing consensual dispositions of com-
plaints, which are then subject to
approval by the Committee on
Professional Responsibility. If an
agreement is not reached, cases are
decided by students and faculty from
the Committee. 

Outcomes vary widely according
to the seriousness of the incidents
involved and the desires of the par-
ties. As Katherine Hall said, "our
process is about making people feel
safe." Professor Frisch's take on the
process embraces the needs of the
victim and the wider goals of GULC:
"When you're prosecuting lawyers
for ethics violations, you're protect-
ing future clients. Here, we don't
want to just punish, we want to edu-
cate students about the need for
integrity in the profession, and I try
to have that idea inform everything I
do."
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concern, especially given the many
post-exam celebrations that hap-
pened at the Times during the week
of December 15, just before it was
shut down. 

"I was there on December 16,
right after our last exam, and I can't
believe it got shut down two days
later," said Anna Vinson, 1L.

Others were not surprised to find
out their favorite bar was not the
cleanest place around. "If they let
their bathrooms look that nasty, you
can only imagine how bad the
kitchen, out of the view of customers,
must have looked," said Conor Daly,
1L.

But the shutdown wasn't neces-
sarily a bad thing, according to other
students like Dan Pollock, 1L, who
said he felt "like people might like it
even more … the place is even sketch-
ier than we thought."

The Bureau of Food, Drug, and
Radiation Protection is responsible
for monitoring restaurant sanitation
within the district. It checks each food
establishment in D.C. four times a

year. The Bureau also inspects estab-
lishments it believes to have high
risks of passing on food-borne ill-
nesses and those for which it receives
complaints via the Bureau's com-
plaint hotline.

"Every time we get a complaint
we go back. If we got a complaint
every day, we'd go back every day,"
said Sudler. Any violations are pub-
lished in local newspapers.

The following item appeared in
the Washington Post on Christmas
Day, December 25: "Kelly's Irish
Times, 14 F St. NW. Closed Dec. 18
for unclean food contact surfaces and
equipment, improper temperatures of
potentially hazardous foods, uncov-
ered and unprotected food on dis-
play, inadequate basic sanitation and
evidence of rodents. Reopened Dec.
21."

Despite the violations that shut
the Times down, none of the students
interviewed expressed plans to stop
visiting the bar. "As long as they keep
the glasses clean I'll drink there, but
stick to bottles," said Daly. 

Brian Hartstein, 1L, echoed this
sentiment: "I'm not going to eat there

again, but I figure alcohol will kill
most of the bacteria, so I'll still go
there to get a beer."

Heather Vitale, 1L, was even less
concerned. "I love the Times. I'm not
worried about the violation, and
there's no way I'm going to stop
going for the wings on Saturday.
Also, it's really hard to contaminate
beer."

Individuals can request reports from the

D.C. Bureau of Food, Drug and Radiation
Protection by sending a letter, including

the name of the food establishment and the
purpose for obtaining the information, to:

DC Bureau of Food, Drug and
Radiation Protection

51 N Street, NE, 6th Floor
Washington, DC 20002

Reports cost $10 and the Bureau must
respond to you within 12 days.

Irish Times closed briefly
IRISH TIMES from page 1

Harassment at Law Center
GULC INVESTIGATES from page 1

Photo by Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
Local hotspot for Law Center students temporarily shut down last month.

GULC students have access the recreation room on the first floor of Gewirz Hall.
Come and enjoy the pool and ping pong. Students who would like to submit an
interesting GULC related picture to the Law Weekly for publication may email it
to laweekly@bulldog.georgetown.edu or bring it by the office in Room 161.

The GULC Office of Student Affairs
presents... 

MMuullttiiccuullttuurraall
DDaayy!!

January 28, 2004
3-6 PM

Second Floor Atrium
Come share in the richness of cultures, 

language, heritage and traditions that are 
represented at the Law Center!



way.
Previously the lights at the inter-

section only flashed red and many
cars did not even stop. According to
traffic law, a flashing red light oper-
ates as a stop sign and drivers must
come to a complete stop before pro-
ceeding. Cars are also required to
observe a pedestrian’s right of way.
Either by ignorance or arrogance,
many drivers ignored the lights and
drove through at high speeds. The
general rule seemed to be "pedestrian
beware." 

In September 2002, then
Georgetown Law student Richard
Arnold, J.D. '02 and LL.M. '03, was
struck by a car at this intersection and
suffered injuries. Arnold was halfway
across the intersection when a vehicle
approached giving no indication that
it was going to stop. He signaled for
the vehicle to stop and braced for
impact. Just before contact, the car
stopped inches from his leg. The driv-
er became irate and swore at Arnold
for being in the road. The driver then
proceeded to push Arnold out of the
way with the car, injuring his leg and
causing a noticeable limp. The driver
left the scene before his license plate
could be identified. 

Following this incident and other
similar complaints by the student
body, Public Safety Director
Raymond Smith officially petitioned
D.C. government on Dec. 12, 2002 to
have the flashing red light replaced
with a normal red, yellow, and green
traffic light to reduce confusion and
injuries. "The New Jersey Avenue and
F Street intersection is truly a serious
accident waiting to happen," Smith
explained.  He reported that drivers
would ignore the lights either because
they "do not understand the require-
ment to or simply fail to stop for
pedestrians in the crosswalk."

The petition was given to officials
at the District Department of
Transportation (DDOT) who under-
took efforts to resolve the confusion,
which included posting police in the
vicinity to observe the dangerousness
of the intersection for 30 days. After
some observation, the DDOT changed
the light sequence to the current flash-
ing yellow light with an occasional
solid red configuration.

DDOT's decision to change the
light sequence was intended to solve
the traffic confusion, but there is no
practical difference. Before, drivers

failed to heed traffic
laws and drove
through the flashing
red, but now drivers
are not required to stop
until the light becomes
solid red. While the
light is flashing yellow,
students must still
dodge the traffic.
According to traffic
law a flashing yellow
light requires the driv-
er to slow down and be
especially alert for
other drivers and
pedestrians. However,
the law does not neces-
sarily require a driver
to stop for pedestrians
in the crosswalk while
the light flashes yel-
low. Pedestrians are
more confused than
ever, as one is assured
of the right of way
when the light is red,
but does not know
whether it is safe to cross while the
light flashes yellow. As a result, noth-
ing has changed. Students and staff
must still risk life and limb on their
way to and from the Law Center.

The changed light sequence has
not reduced the risk of injury to
pedestrians. In November 2003, a
Georgetown University staff member
was injured at the intersection.
Around 7:40 a.m., the staff member
was walking west towards the Law
Center when she was struck by a van
making a left turn. She had to put her
hand on the van to prevent herself
from falling to the ground. It was a
non-criminal accident because the
driver stopped and asked if she was
injured. In a daze, she responded,
"I'm alright," so the driver left the
scene. Shortly thereafter, the staff
member realized she had sustained
an injury to her inside right leg and
had to have x-rays taken. 

Smith has kept an ongoing dia-
logue with the DDOT concerning the
situation, including making sugges-
tions about some improvements to
minimize future injury. First, he says,
the best way to limit injuries is by
making the traffic light run a tradi-
tional red, yellow, green sequence. In
the mean time, he suggests repainting
the crosswalk, which has been "virtu-
ally obliterated" by construction and
road repair. Neither of these requests
has been honored. The District
Department of Transportation has

indicated that redesign and
reconstruction of the intersec-
tion will take about one to two
years to be implemented. In the
interim, the DDOT has been
unable to "restripe" the cross-
walk while Pepco kept metal
plates on the road. In October,
the Pepco plates were removed
and the hole in the road was
refilled, but there are still no
current plans to paint. 

In November 2003, Student
Bar Association President
Nathan Headrick, 3L, took
action to apply pressure to the
University and the DDOT to fix
the intersection. He appointed
Andrew Perlmutter, 3L, student
liaison to the university, to peti-
tion the D.C. government to at
least repaint the crosswalk.

Headrick writes, "Hundreds of our
students and faculty cross these roads
every day, and several have already
been involved in minor auto acci-
dents, even struck by cars. I refuse to
believe blood has to run on a street
before paint can. Will we have to wait
for serious injuries before the univer-
sity joins us in applying pressure on
the city to provide the most basic of
protections to pedestrians?"

Andrew Perlmutter contacted
Ward 6 of the DDOT to have the street
repainted and even offered university
funds if there are "deficiencies in the
[D.C. government] repair budget" to
have this accomplished. He has
received written confirmation that the
road will be repainted as soon as tem-
perature and road conditions are suf-
ficient for the paint to dry.
Unfortunately, the temperature must
be above 32 degrees Fahrenheit for
this to be accomplished. In
November, the DDOT was not opti-
mistic that "restriping" the crosswalk
at the intersection could be accom-
plished during this winter, as the tem-
perature and weather conditions will
not be conducive. In the meantime,
students and staff must continue to be
extremely cautious when crossing the
road because the intersection is still
inherently dangerous.

Arnold, who no longer suffers
from his injury, stated recently, "I am
horrified that nothing has yet been
done about that intersection." Current
students share the same sentiment.
"[I]n the District, drivers seem to need
a full red stop light for it even to occur
to them to yield and sometimes they
don't, even then," wrote Evan
Nordby, 3L, in his e-mail submitted to
the DDOT. "I too have been honked
at, flipped off and almost run over in
that intersection … I feel like I need a
full body-foam suit to cross streets in
this town. A stoplight at one of the
more frequent intersections I cross
would be the next best thing." 

DDOT’s Public Relations Office
was unavailable for comment.

Anyone interested in giving first
hand accounts of incidents at or com-
ments about this intersection may contact
the Law Weekly, the Office of Public
Safety (202-662-9325), or the Student
Bar Association.
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Dangerous intersection near campus

DANGEROUS INTERSECTION from page 1
The following crimes occurred in and

around Georgetown Law Center within
the last month and were reported to the
Office of Public Safety. If anyone has any
information that could help in the investi-
gations of these crimes, please contact the
Office of Public Safety at (202) 662-9325.
Nov. 11, 2003 - Staff member's cell
phone stolen from classroom

A staff member left his Nextel
Motorola cell phone in Room 337 of
McDonough Hall for a short period of
time. When he returned his phone
was gone. The phone was taken
between 5:05 and 5:35 p.m. It was val-
ued at $300.
Nov. 12, 2003 - Palm Pilot stolen

A Palm Pilot (or equivalent
device) was stolen from the office of a
clinic staff member between the
evening of November 11, 2003 and the
morning of November 12. The device
was valued at about $200.
Nov. 30, 2003 - Student's stereo
stolen from parked car

Sometime between 2:30 p.m. and
6 p.m., a student's car was broken into
and the stereo taken. The car was
parked in front of McDonough Hall
on 2nd Street. There was no visible
damage to the vehicle and the doors
were locked. The value of the stereo is
unknown.
Dec. 2, 2003 - Student's bicycle seat
stolen

Between 5:20 a.m. and 1:50 p.m.,
the seat was stolen off a student's
bicycle parked near the library at the
G Street bike rack. The student parked
the bike before class and discovered it
missing upon return. Nothing else
was taken and there was no visible
damage to the other bikes locked to
the rack. The bike seat is valued at
$75.
Dec. 3, 2003 - Student's cash stolen
from wallet

A student working in the comput-
er lab attached to the clinics left her
belongings in the clinic student work-
room nearby. Upon return, she found
that her purse had been rummaged
through, but her wallet and other
belongings had not been taken. The
next day she discovered that three $20
dollar bills had been taken out of the
wallet. At the time of the incident,
witness observed a woman who
claimed to be a clinic client sitting
next to the bag and touching the stu-
dent's belongings. Cash equaled $60.
Dec. 31, 2003 - Technician's van bro-
ken into and tools stolen

A technician working on the
Georgetown University Law Center
construction project left his company
van parked near the library loading
dock at 8 a.m. Sometime before he
returned at 12:40 p.m., someone
punched out the right side door win-
dow of the van and stole tools that
were inside. The drills and assorted-
tools were valued at $1,800.
Dec. 31, 2003 - Tools stolen from van

A construction contractor work-
ing on the construction project left his
van parked on 2nd Street. He
returned before noon to find the right
side window punched in and tools
stolen. The van's rear door lock was
broken and there was damage to the
door. Georgetown CCTV caught an
individual exiting a vehicle, walking
to the van, and punching in the win-
dow. He then entered the vehicle and
exited the rear with the tools. The
tools were valued at $790.

CCrriimmeeBBeeaatt

Photo courtesy Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
Flashing Yellow Light at New Jersey Ave & F Street, N.W.

Photo by Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
DDOT will not restripe the crosswalk until
weather conditions are favorable.
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New Year brings playoffs plus coaching changes to NFL

by Michael Palisano, 1L
Law Weekly

The most shocking news in
the Capital this week, and perhaps
in the country, is the rehiring of
Joe Gibbs as the head coach of the
Washington Redskins. Owner
Daniel Snyder, having recently
fired Steve Spurrier, the much bal-

lyhooed former coach of the Florida Gators, has con-
cluded that the only way Washington can win is by
turning the clock back on the wayback machine to
1991, when Gibbs led the ‘Skins over the Buffalo
Bills in Superbowl XXVI. What would lead the
‘Skins to hire a coach who has been out of the league
for ten years?

Things have certainly changed since then. Gibbs
will no longer have “the hogs” defending his quar-
terback, nor will he have the star receiver that he had
in all-pro Art Monk. However, Gibbs is a bright man
who has always been a successful coach, and he will
have the ‘Skins enviable defense. He also has a habit
of making mediocre quarterbacks look good. Just
observe the career of Superbowl MVPs Doug
Williams and Mark Rypien after they left the
Redskins. Lastly, Dick Vermeil returned to coaching
after an extended absence and his Chiefs claim one
of the best records in the AFC. The Redskins, over-
all, seem bound for improvement, especially if
Snyder relinquishes more control to Gibbs.

In other coaching changes, the Giants fired
coach Jim Fassel only three years after he lead them
to the Superbowl, replacing him with former
Jacksonville and Boston College head coach Tom
Coughlin, who is renowned as one of the tougher
disciplinarians of the league. It shall be interesting to
see how this plays in New York, since some players
in Jacksonville during Coughlin’s tenure openly
chafed under his iron fist. In no time, Tiki Barber
should be doing wind sprints through Central Park.

Arizona hired former Minnesota coach Dennis
Green, whose ego should occupy the entire state,
perhaps inflating all the way through New Mexico
until it bumps into Bill Parcells’s ego somewhere
around El Paso. 

That leaves Oakland, Chicago, Atlanta and
Buffalo looking for new head coaches. Jim Mora, Jr.,
the defensive coordinator for San Francisco, is a
leading candidate in Oakland, Chicago and Atlanta,
but a score of other names have been floating about.
Green had been the leading candidate in Oakland,
but it appears as if they will hire Mora or Greg
Knapp, the offensive coordinator for San Francisco,
and Al Saunders, Kansas City offensive
Coordinator. A number of recently retired athletes
have also made it known that they are interested.
Mike Tomczak, politely described as a “journeyman
quarterback” during his tenure, is interested in the
Chicago job, and the ever-subtle Deion Sanders has
made it known that he wants to be the next Atlanta
coach. 

There is also a great deal of interest in the
Buffalo head coaching job, because Buffalo is viewed
as having more talent than the other cities. The Bills
will most likely hire Jim Fassel, but have also been in
discussions with former Bears coach Dick Jauron
and Patriots coordinators Charlie Weis and Romeo
Crennell, whose names have also been frequently
tossed around. A wilder scenario involves the Bills
luring Jim Haslett away from his job in New
Orleans, where it is speculated that he had a provi-
sion written into his contract releasing him if the
Bills coaching job becomes available. 

Now that we have completed the obligatory
post-regular season orgy of speculation, we can deal
with this week’s action. [Eds. Note: Michael’s article
went to press before any of the games had been decided.
We include the following postulations after-the-fact to test
Michael’s accuracy and keep you from contacting your
bookies.]

Packers at Eagles: In the past three years, I have

always picked the Eagles to reach the Superbowl.
Perhaps this will be the year that they finally make
the playoffs, but I will not pick them. The Eagles are
a supremely talented team, and Donovan McNabb
will be in the Hall of Fame. His counterpart on the
field, Brett Favre, will be in the hall of fame earlier,
and is not on the top of his game. He has also lost his
father recently. However, I believe that if the Packers
achieve some degree of success, the Eagles will con-
tinue their playoff snakebite and beat themselves. 

Panthers at Rams: The Panthers probably do not
have the talent or playoff experience to beat the
Rams, who have plenty of both. However, the
Panthers have been surprising people all season,
and the Rams, despite their talent, have a nasty habit
of derailing like a train in a case from your first year
torts class. Mike Martz is perhaps the most self-
destructive coaches in the NFL, and he is unwilling
to stray from his game plan. If his plan does not
work, the Panthers stand a good chance of going to
the championship game.

Titans at Patriots: The Titans have always been
able to show a lot of heart, and this year is no excep-
tion, with both Eddie George and Steve McNair
playing through injuries to wear down the tough
Baltimore defense last week. However, they will face
the daunting challenge this week of playing the
Patriots, a team stronger on offense than the mori-
bund Ravens, without giving up much on defense.
McNair will have to outscore and outplay Tom
Brady, and the Titans secondary will have to make
big plays to win the game.

Colts at Chiefs: The Colts may have the NFL
MVP in Peyton Manning, but the Chiefs have been
playing phenomenal football and are undefeated
this year at Arrowhead Stadium, one of the loudest
stadiums in the NFL. As if that isn’t enough, they
will have to shut down Priest Holmes, which hasn’t
been done effectively since he played for Baltimore.
Manning will have to call Marvin Harrison’s num-
ber early and often for the Colts to win. 

Georgetown Hoyas drop first game of young season
by Feras Gadamsi, 1L

Law Weekly

Georgetown men’s basketball celebrated the
New Year by beating perennial Big East doormat
Rutgers to begin conference play with a 63-57 win
January 3 at the MCI Center.

But the high standards set
by a 10-0 start came crashing
down as the Hoyas dropped a
72-64 decision against Boston
College at home against one of
the conference’s stronger oppo-
nents.

The team shot poorly throughout the game
and wound up below 32 percent shooting for the
first half. Georgetown took a 27-26 lead at inter-
mission thanks in most part to strong offensive
rebounding.

In the second half, the team improved their
shooting percentage modestly, but the Eagles shot
better than 70 percent from the field. Despite the
hot shooting, Georgetown maintained the lead for
more than 15 minutes.

It was in the last 10 minutes of the game that
Boston College sophomore sensation Craig Smith
took over, scoring 19 of his game-high 24 points
during the stretch. With the score tied at 55, the
Eagles closed the game with a 17-9 run in the final
five minutes. The loss was the first for the Hoyas
(10-1, 1-1 Big East) this season.

Senior guard Gerald Riley, Georgetown’s lead-
ing scorer on the season, didn’t help matters much
with an off-night shooting. Averaging 17.5 points
per game, the 6-6 guard finished with only nine
points on just two for 13 shooting from the field.

The Hoyas did receive a nice effort from junior
forward Darrel Owens, who led the team with a
career-high 20 points and shot three for six from
three-point land.

For the game, the Eagles shot better than 57
percent from the field while holding Georgetown
to under 35 percent shooting. Boston College also

recorded 11 blocks during the game.
The strong start to Georgetown’s season was

not unexpected. The men’s schedule was littered
with games against weaker opponents such as
Elon University and Norfolk State. The disparity
was so high that Georgetown’s RPI, a measure
used to determine which teams make the NCAA
Tournament based on strength of schedule, was
301 out of 326 NCAA Division I teams.

In fact, the only opponent Georgetown played
with an RPI in the top two-thirds in the country
was Penn State, a team the Hoyas narrowly defeat-
ed by one point on the road in November.

The Hoyas non-conference schedule was so
weak that none of the ten wins the team registered

will have significant impact when NCAA
Tournament bids are handed out in March.

That means Georgetown must play extremely
well in conference to assure itself any hope of mak-
ing the tournament. The Hoyas may also need at
least two wins against their stronger scheduled
opponents: defending champion and No. 19
Syracuse, No. 15 Pittsburg, No. 2 Duke and No. 1
Connecticut. 

Georgetown’s next game is at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday against No. 1 Connecticut in Storrs,
Conn. A win against the No. 1 Huskies would go a
long way in determining their tournament chances
this season.

The team also announced that senior RaMell
Ross was lost for the season. Ross, one of only four
seniors on the roster, will undergo corrective sur-
gery on chronic shoulder instability.

Ross was sidelined with an injury as a sopho-
more and also redshirted, so he will be eligible to
return to the team as a fifth-year senior next sea-
son.

*Editor’s Note: Georgetown played at West
Virginia January 10. Results of that game were unavail-
able at time of publication.

Junior forward Darrel Owens slams home two of
his career-high 20 points during Georgetown's
72-64 loss to Boston College. The defeat was the
Hoya's first of the season. 

Photo courtesy of Mitchell Layton

Big East Standings
Conf. Overall

Team W L W L        
Pittsburg 1 0 15 0
Connecticut 1 0 12 1
Syracuse 1 0 10 1
Georgetown 1 1 10 1
Boston College 1 0 11 2
Seton Hall 0 0 10 2
Providence 0 0 8 2
Miami 0 0 10 4
Notre Dame 1 0 7 3
Villanova 0 0 8 4
West Virginia 0 1 7 4
Rutgers 0 2 7 4
Virginia Tech 0 1 7 5
St. Johns 0 1 4 7
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A “foodie’s” fantasy: The fourth annual D.C. Restaurant Week

by Elle Sutherland, 1L 
Law Weekly

Last night, when I should have been studying
those key legal concepts in property, torts and
criminal justice, I instead spent three luxurious
hours surfing the internet and having arguably
one of the most pleasurable experiences possible
alone in front of my computer. This mouth-water-
ing, sumptuous (and, dare I say, orgasmic) experi-
ence came from trying to decide
which of D.C.’s long list of deli-
cious, innovative, and extremely
expensive restaurants I would
sample during the upcoming one
week period that defies imagina-
tion – the 2004 D.C. Restaurant
Week. While frequently consult-
ing a key tome of gastronomic
excellence, namely the January
2004 issue of The Washingtonian, which includes
their guide to the 100 Very Best Restaurants in
D.C., I silently thanked my close friend and fellow
1L “foodie” Heather Vitale for changing my life, or
at least my waistline, by sending me the all-impor-
tant link, www.washington.org/restaurantwk/.

Restaurant Week is from Jan. 12-18, 2004 (con-
veniently spanning the week between Heather’s
birthday and mine – how did the DC Convention
and Tourism Corporation and the Restaurant
Association Metropolitan Washington know?).
Most of the finest restaurants in the city will offer
a 3-course prix fixe lunch for $20.04 and dinner for
$30.04 per person, excluding drinks, tax, and gra-
tuity. 

Want to add to the bargain? If you make reser-
vations through the linked web-site,
www.opentable.com, you can earn points that quick-
ly redeem to gift certificates for $10, $25 or $50.
(You save time by making your reservation online
rather than by phone – it’s a free service that lets
you access the restaurant’s reservations program.

You can find a table at the time you want, book,
change, and cancel reservations as you juggle your
schedule accordingly.  You can also send cute e-
mail invitations to your dining partners. It can be
used for more than just this event, so you can keep
earning points!) 

The list of participating restaurants is impres-
sive: 1789, Brasserie Les Halles, The Caucus Room,
Charlie Palmer Steak, Clyde’s of Georgetown, DC
Coast, Galileo, I Ricchi, Melrose Restaurant, Old

Ebbitt Grill, Pesce, Petits Plats, Red
Sage, Ristorante Tosca, Sam &
Harry’s (made famous by Michael J.
Fox in “The American President”),
Sushi Ko, Vidalia, Zola and many
more. 

My current favorite restaurant,
Signatures, is participating in
Restaurant Week. I stumbled upon
this delightful restaurant when I

happened upon “Taste of D.C.” last Columbus Day
weekend and signed up for a cooking demonstra-
tion and tasting (ooh la la!) with Chef Morou,
which totally left me wanting more. Luckily, my
Mom was visiting, so she took me back to have
dinner there that night, where we indulged in a
meal that cost well in excess of $100 (without
wine), so the idea of a 3-course meal for ~$40 per
person is definitely a deal!

Other destinations on my list so far (I still have
the first three days of the week free) include
TenPenh, Equinox, the Oval Room, Bistro Bis, &
Bob Kinkead’s Colvin Run Tavern. Equinox is
known for using the freshest local and seasonal
products, while TenPenh plays with your palate by
visiting several Asian cuisines but adapting these
traditions to suit contemporary American tastes.
The Oval Room won my heart on my second day
of an internship in 1999. Situated a block from the
White House, movers and shakers (and interns,
when hosted by their bosses) get to eat truly beau-
tiful food in this chic restaurant. Since Kinkead’s is

being renovated for the next two months, I’m mak-
ing the trek to Virginia to try Colvin Run Tavern.
I’ve wanted to sample the masterpieces created by
Bob Kinkead since reading about the menu in a
James Patterson murder mystery!

Many of these restaurants normally charge
between $20-$35 for an entrée, so this is a great

time to put the jeans in the laundry, unearth those
“business-casual” clothes, break any silly New
Year’s resolutions regarding dieting (I mean, real-
ly, what were you thinking anyway?), and get out
there and explore the best food in D.C.!!! Just think
all you rich 3Ls, you can impress all us single 1Ls
with a fancy dinner (contrary to the laments of the
former editor of the Law Weekly, we really do
exist!). The best part is that we won’t know or care
that it didn’t cost you a fortune! In fact, we’ll be
impressed at how sensible you are with your hard-
earned summer associate riches! At these prices,
even public interest students can afford to partici-
pate! So, if you have found the mysterious green-
eyed goddess, or you have gotten up the nerve to
ask out that hunk down the hall, here’s your big
chance! 

Some people eat to survive. Others, like me,
survive to eat. If you are in the latter category,
drop all previous plans for the week of Jan. 12- 18
and grab your fellow “foodies”– it’s D.C.’s
Restaurant Week!

Elle Sutherland is a King Arthur Flour Baking
School Grad.

AAddoopptt  AA  PPeett
TTooddaayy!!

Prissy is a 6 month old
female jack russell/beagle mix
who is a real sweetie, and just
look how adorable! She is
responding wonderfully to her
housebreaking lessons, and will
make a great best friend for
some lucky human.

This week's Pets of the Week are Ms. Kitty and Prissy. They
are currently at the Washington Humane Society for a good home.

Ms. Kitty and Prissy have many furry friends also avail-
able for adoption.  For more details contact:

If you'd like to help out animals, but can't adopt a pet at this
time, consider volunteering. Check out the Washington Humane
Society's website, at www.washhumane.org/volunteer.htm, for a
list of volunteer opportunities.

Washington Humane Society
Shelter

7319 Georgia Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20012

12-4 pm, seven days a week
202-723-5730 (24 hours)

Ms. Kitty was brought in when her
owner moved out of the country. She is
a little shy but very sweet. She seems to
like other cats but would do best in a
quiet home without dogs.

by Angela Corridan, 3E
Law Weekly

While finding a good pair of
men’s jeans constitutes a varsity
shopping endeavor, we have the
fortune of not living in Moscow in
1985. Multiple brands–from A to Z.
Cavaricci–offer myriad choices for
denim donning. If such widespread
selection still comes up short (or too
tight or tapered), then just don’t
wear jeans. Insecurity often cen-
sures women’s jean selec-
tion; however, male clueless-
ness yields fashion atrocities.   

First, many men wear
jeans that fit too snugly,
revealing their religion more
assertively than a bar mitz-
vah announcement. This
embarrasses me and harms
circulation. Second, tapered jeans
invariably create muffin bums, a
mushroom-shaped distortion of the
behind. Finally, cargo pants should
be avoided unless you are a long-
shoreman or Tommy Hilfiger (who
claims to have invented them and
should have to wear them). Those
ridiculous appendices make the
most savvy dressers look like
Waldorf, MD teenagers set loose in
D.C. for the night. 

Sometimes jeans themselves
might fit swimmingly, but the wear-
er still looks silly. Denim serves as
the laidback anthem of the hip.
Uptight peeps who hike up their
jeans so high that their belts double

as necklaces mock the essence of
denim. The most egregious exam-
ples mirror the “Dan Rather on
assignment in Iraq” look: the image
of an esteemed anchor posing as a
VJ invariably distracts viewers from
the broadcast.

Law school students may find
themselves particularly susceptible
to this virile atrocity. Let’s face it:
law students make a high school
honors English class look like
Studio 54. As long as we leave cool-

ness to the Fonz and accept
fated dorkiness, there’s no
problem. However, forcing
jeans looks contrived and
uncomfortable. As an analo-
gous example, one professor
recently wore sparkling white
sneakers with a pair of khakis.

They both said, “I’m just like you, I
wear sporty kicks,” as well as “I’m
not like you, since I just had these
New Balances dry-cleaned.” He
appeared to be a reasonable gent,
but the blinding whiteness of his
shoes seemed as patently suspicious
as a Canadian. Though extremely
dignified, he looked like he would
drop kick or pile-drive anyone who
accidentally compromised the lumi-
nous brightness of his shoes.

Similarly, wearing jeans should
never appear painstaking. Unless
they look like they were gleaned
from a smoky pile of dirty clothes
and thrown on after an all-night
boozy bender with Collin Farrell,
skip jeans and opt for khakis. 

Some people eat to survive.
Others, like me, survive to
eat. If you are in the latter
category, drop all prevous
plans for the week of January
12-18...

Fashion Torts
Billy with Bad Jeans: Not My Lover
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An escape in Soho: The mouthwatering Mercer Kitchen
FEATURESFEATURES

Annie Wartanian, 2L
Law Weekly 

It was a warm evening in New York City and
we were on our way to see a movie in Soho. With
three hours to kill and growling bellies we confi-
dently hit the pavement. Entering Chinatown, Mike
and I found ourselves surrounded by a gang of
street vendors ready to pounce on us. Silly scarves,
weatherproof watches, pretty pictures, crazy key
chains, and colored hats competed with the passers-
by for sidewalk space as we dodged various ven-
dors and attempted to avoid eye contact. Seeing no
prospects for a peaceable meal, we soon found our-
selves under a lighted hanging street sign welcom-
ing us to Little Italy. 

Our search for food grew more urgent as our
Sudafed subdued throats (the aftermath of any
righteous ski trip) began to regain feeling and gen-
eral impatience returned to us on this pit stop en
route to home. We wanted to make the best of NYC
in this short period, but seemed to be caught in a
whirlwind of obnoxious accordion music, kitschy
lights and colors and all kinds of people spilling
over each other. In an effort to stay on task, we
dashed across the little stretch of Italy and were spit
back into the suburbs of Soho. 

In a final moment of desperation, what should
befall us but an unassuming iron black entrance into
one of the coziest spots in the city. Walking over an
art nouveau-esque sidewalk-later-to-be ceiling, we
entered The Mercer Kitchen. An usher-type, dressed
in burgundy and black, greeted us at the door and
immediately escorted us down a big black staircase
into a spacious underground lair made of brick,
glass and iron. As we sat down I looked up to find
that the transparent glass bubbles beneath my feet a
few moments earlier, were now high above my
head. I wondered, looking at the faded candle-lit
brick archways surrounding us, accentuated by
crystal clear mirrors lined with dark oak, whether

we had entered some vast archeological discov-
ery…perhaps an underground city. Luckily it didn't
take more than a blink to clear my head and note the
ultra-modern steamed glass panel dividers geomet-
rically allotted throughout the bottom floor and the
concerned look on Mike's face as I continued to look
around me in silence and awe. Perhaps the cold had
gotten to me or perhaps it was the contrast of the
surprisingly warm yet urban interior…and the fire-
place (I love fireplaces). I blinked again in gratitude
to the waiter pouring me a glass of much needed
water without ice. Don't you hate it when you leave
a restaurant all cold because you drank too much
cold and icey water? Room temperature water
seems to make a lot more sense. 

Alright, that's enough ambiance-talk; time to get
to food. Looking at the menu, one could not help but
be drawn to the exotic appetizer selection. We
choose ravioli filled with nothing less than the finest
of butternut squash blended with roasted pine nuts
and sprinkled with crispy sage and thyme and (fit-
tingly) sun-dried pumpkin seeds. Coming in at a
close second was the walnut soup. Though I cannot
attest to how it tasted, I can tell you that absolutely
everything on the menu sounded interesting. 

As I excused myself to use the restroom, the
standard white coat, black pants, bow tie waiter
swept behind me to pick up my napkin which had
gracefully fallen to my seat as I stood up, and neatly
folded it up right next to my dining plate, as he

replaced our rolls and filled up our water (without
ice). Upon return I discovered that our entrees had
arrived. 

Not a big meat-eater per se, but an avid propo-
nent of adventurous dining, I dove into the carnivo-
rous entrée selection. Lobster, steak, lamb, duck -
they all sounded scary to me, but the vegetables
were quite bizarre including fried figs and eggplant
caviar. It was a tough choice but Mike ordered the
steak and I opted for the eggplant with lamb, I mean
the lamb with eggplant. "Well done!" I said to myself
out loud, but apparently that means "cook it a lot" in
meat-speak, which was probably a good idea for my
untrained belly. 

Looking at our dishes, I noted that the fries were
in a flower pot and my squash was steamed. I could-
n't help but feel that everything in the restaurant
was deliberately designed to alliterate in my mind.
Of most concern at this point to me was the eggplant
caviar, it didn't make sense. Was it eggplant pre-
pared a la caviar? Was it the caviar of the eggplant?
Do eggplants have eggs? Eggplant mixed with
caviar? Eggplant made with caviar flavor because it
didn't have any of its own? To this day I am not sure,
but I can tell you that despite what it was called or
looked like it had the texture of a creamy puree with
a distinctively eggplant taste. All in all dinner was
incredible and irresistible, and the atmosphere ele-
gant yet artsy. What more could you ask for?

Next time you are in New York, you can check
out The Mercer Kitchen in Soho on the corner of
Prince and Mercer Streets. Breakfast hours are 7-11
a.m., lunch is served from 12-2:45 p.m and dinner is
served from 6 p.m.-12p.m. (but only until 10:30 p.m.
on Sundays). If you happen to be staying at The
Mercer Hotel located directly above, you should
considering dining in the restaurant instead of
ordering room service and taste a little of what the
esteemed four-star chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten
has to offer you. 

Though I cannot attest to
how it tasted, I can tell you
that absolutely everything
on the menu sounded
interesting. 

Question of the
Week

"Be better about seeing the
other side of people's argu-
ments (but not necessarily
agree with them)."

-Cam Moultrie

Go to the gym more
than twice a semes-
ter.

- Melissa Felder

“To cease being a ‘social
smoker’ because that
just leads to more smok-
ing- especially during
exams.”

-James Bond

Watch less MTV and
more CNN.

- Jeanine Gagliardi

I'm going to resolve to find a
job in time to determine which
state's bar I need to take.

- Avedis Seferian

What is your New Year’s
Resolution?

So he’s not going to Disney
World...

Law Weekly congratulates Mark Leighton,
Editor Emeritus, on his first-place finish
in last semester’s editorial Football Picks
competition.  

The final heartbreaking standings: 
Mark  .619
Avedis .614
Audrey .608

Jon .597
Tye .534

Annie .517
Emy .500

Alaina .494

“All my picks were done by my
identical twin brother who
loves football.  No really, I’m
not kidding.”
--Leighton, to a locker room reporter,
shortly after the thrilling victory
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by Alaina Dartt, 2L
Law Weekly

How long have you lived in Washington?
All my life -- I'm a Washingtonian.  I
was born here at DC General
Hospital.

What's your favorite part about living in
Washington?
My favorite part about living in
Washington is the diversity, and
meeting different people.  There are a
lot of different people here- most
times they're not from Washington.
You meet a lot of different people
from all over the world that live here
in the city.

How long have you worked at
Georgetown?
A year and a half.

Do you like it here?
I like it very, very much.

What is your favorite part about working
at the law center?
Basically, almost the same thing.  I get
to meet people from all over the
world, which is very, very interest-
ing.  The students- I get a chance to
talk to them, and to different people
from different parts of the world, and
their culture, and their way of living
versus the way that we live here in
America.

What did you do before you came here?
I worked at UPS.  I was a shipping
auditor for three years at UPS.

That's a pretty big change- something
like that to food service.
Right, but I'd already worked in food
service.

So you get to work with people a lot more
in this atmosphere, right?
Right.  I have more contact and deal
with more people up front.  At UPS I
was a shipping auditor, so I dealt
with the packages.

So this is more fun?
Yes -- it's more exciting.  I'm a people
person, so I like meeting people.  I
like getting to know people.  It's very,
very interesting.  I can't think of a
place where you can get to know
more people than in this atmosphere,
working in a school, because people
come from all over -- not just the
country, but from all over the world.
That's fascinating, and you can learn
a lot.

You were here before the big renovation.
How do you like it now?
The atmosphere is so much nicer.
The area was so much smaller- we
didn't have as much time to get to
know people, to talk and communi-
cate, because it was so small.
Everything was so crowded.  Now
that everything is spread out, each
station is more individualized, and
you get the chance to communicate
more with people.

What are your hobbies when you're not
working?
When I'm not working my greatest
hobby is probably shopping.  I like to
shop.  I like tennis, I like to play bas-
ketball.  I love watching college bas-
ketball- it's my favorite.  

When does the Final Four stuff happen?
Is that in March?
In March.

That's the highlight, right?
Right.  They call it March Madness.

So, are you Georgetown fan?
Yes, I am.  Very much so.  

What is your favorite thing to do on the
weekends?
My lawn-work or work around my
house.  That's the time I do a lot of
things around my house.  I'm an out-
doors person, so I like to do the out-
doors stuff.  

Do you like to travel?
I love to travel.

Where is your favorite vacation destina-
tion?
I guess it would be, Cancun, the
Bahamas,…

Someplace warm and sunny?
Right, exactly.  Where there's a beach.
I guess the best vacation was when I
went on a cruise and went to several
islands.  I've been on about three
cruises, so I guess the islands, the
Caribbean, St. Thomas, St. John, you
know.  

So, spring break is coming up in a couple
of months.  Would you recommend going
on a cruise to students?
I would recommend a cruise versus
going to just one place.  On a cruise
you get a chance to go to three of four
different islands to enjoy the festivi-
ties going on on each one, instead of
going to one set place.

We just had the big holiday season.  What
is your favorite holiday?
Christmas.  Christmas, because of
what the holiday represents -- the
coming of Christ, and the depth of the
meaning of what that really means --
it's the giving of oneself and the fact
that God gave His life to come to the
world.  So that's what it's about --  the
Child came to earth.   I look at it
through that perspective, rather than
the commercialized one.

Do you have any Christmas traditions?
Yes, actually, Christmas every year
my family comes to my house and we
have Christmas dinner there.  So I do
a lot -- I go all out in decorating the
house and getting ready for family
and friends.  And there are a lot of us
in my family.  I have seven brothers
and three sisters, and all my nieces
and nephews, so we'll be expecting

anywhere from forty to fifty people.  

And you cook for all those people!?
Yes, we do.  

So you must like cooking.
I love to cook.  I enjoy cooking.

Is that another hobby?
Yes.  

Do you have a favorite book?
I have several favorite books.  One is
by Mary Katherine Baxter, and the
name of the book is The Divine
Revelation of Hell.

Do you have a favorite TV show?
Yeah, I love Soul Food.  It's a series.

If you could be any animal, what would
you be?
An eagle.  Because of what the eagle
represents -- power, and the way an
eagle cares for its children -- when it's
time for them to leave the nest, the
eagle pushes them out of the nest to
go do the things they've been taught
to do.

Plus, they can fly.
Yes.  

Do you have any advice for students, or
anything you'd like to say to the student
body?
I would say to them no matter how
hard law school is, or how tough it
may seem, don't give up.  Continue to
go for your dreams.

Person of the Week: Ronald Gayles, Deli Prep
“I last said something sponta-

neous on June 6, 1975, and boy
did I regret it.” 

“That's a good question,
which is a pompous way of say-
ing I don't know the answer.”
- The Quotable Louis Michael
Seidman

“When in doubt, use the
word "obvious" or some Latin
phrase.” 
- The Quotable Charles Abernathy

“I wouldn’t go so far as to say
the whole shebang.  I would say it
is more of an adequate shebang.”
- GULC Student (referring to the
Bill of Rights in Criminal Justice)

“I'm not sure if you're jerking
me around here or making a real
mistake.”

“You're not allowed to smile -
this is the law.”
- The Quotable Girardeau Spann

“Ten million dollars will buy
you a lot of reasonable doubt.”

“You can't be an ex-lawyer.
It's like being a lapsed Catholic.”
- The Quotable Heidi L. Feldman

The Quotable is a weekly column
dedicated to the musings heard by
GULC students in class or around
campus.  The Law Weekly wel-
comes all accurante student and fac-
ulty submissions. Email quotes to
laweekly@bulldog.georgetown.edu.

The Quotable...

TThhaannkk  yyoouu  ttoo  tthhee  ffoolllloowwiinngg  ssttuuddeennttss  ffoorr  tthheeiirr  
ppaarrttiicciippaattiioonn  iinn  tthhee  

22000044  GGrraadduuaattiinngg  CCllaassss  GGiifftt  PPrrooggrraamm!!    

Lindsey O. Appiah * Sarah Arneson * Emily E. Arnold-Fernandez *
Jonathan Axelrad *Megan H. Baer * Katherine M. Bailey * Jonathan P.

Barker * Emmett S. Beliveau * Cloteen L. Bigger * Claire S. Bishop 
* Kathryn E. Bisordi * Patrick M. Blaney * James E. Bond * Phillip R.

Bower * Andrew P. Boyer * Jennifer A. Bradley * Catherine V. Buell *
Daniel M. Burstein * Shawn B. Cage * Carrie L. Casey *

Patrick T. Casey * Adam S. Cashman * Tamara Chellam * Aaron
Clemens * Rosalee B. Connell * Emilie B. Cooper * Yiris E. Cornwall *

Angela M. Corridan * Matthew Cosentino * Andrew W. Crouse * Michael
A. Dalton * Aaron M. Daniels * Sterling P. A. Darling * Sharleen J. Davis *

Alex DeMots * Gregory Dolin * Amber R. Dolman * Courtney M.
Donovan * Melissa L. Duffy * Gabriel B. Eber * Julie R. Edmunds * Jeffrey

L. Epstein * Virginia Faulk * Brian D. Foster * David R. Gill *
Amy K. Grzesinski * Nikiya M. Hall * Nathan P. Headrick * Alexander

G. Henlin * Kristina Hokenberg * Adam J. Hollingsworth * Mawiyah N.
Hooker * Leigh K. Hughes *Brandon K. Hurlbut * Javad Husain * Raam S.

Jani * Amita V. Jivrajka * Ji Hi Jung * Cara M. Kearney * Elizabeth A.
Keyes * Chi S. Kim * Wendy F. Klein * Alexandra D. Kremer * Kyla K.

Kuzmin * Elizabeth H. Laffitte * Pinchus M. Laufer * Donna J. Lee * Julia
B. Lichtman * Scott M. Lively * Aarika D. Mack * Lisa K. Marino *

Kristy M. Martin * Jonathan A. Massimino * Jennifer S. Mauskapf *
Ryan Mehm * Tanya Messado * Dana M. Messinger * Supriya A. Molina *
Jennifer E. Moses * Sharon W. Nokes * Evan H. Nordby * Kirsten
L. O'Connell * Apiyo F. Oloya * Robyn A. Painter * Sara E. Perea *
Laura D. Phillips * Sandhya Prabhu * Mario T. Price * Christopher
J. Puckett * James B. Pyle * Urmila Rajagopal * Jennifer M. Ryan *

Jeremy M. Schropp * Avedis H. Seferian * Kelly E. Simon *
Erica S. Sitkoff * Nicole L. Smith * Suyin So * Michael V. Sosso *
Catherine B. Spratt * Christen A. Sproule * Erin E. Spry * James

M. Sullivan * Angela R. Totino * Jesse T. Travis * Everett E. Volk *
James T. Wakley * Andrew J. Wamsley * Adrienne L. Watt *

Frank J. Wilkosz * Sharon S. Yang * Mila Z. Zain 

Don't see your name?  Don't worry; it's not too late to 
participate!  

Stop by the Office of Student Affairs today and fill out a
pledge card!  
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The attack on trial lawyers has
heated up recently as the tort reform
movement gained a new ally in
President George W. Bush. After
unsuccessfully trying to pass tort
reform legislation these past few
years, the President has vowed to
make trial lawyers and their large
campaign contributions to Democratic
candidates a central issue in his
upcoming 2004 campaign. There are
currently five bills in congress related
to tort reform, but none have moved
beyond their respective subcommittee
hearings. Most of these bills are
focused on tort reform for medical
malpractice, but this is not surprising
because doctors and other healthcare
providers are large contributors to
Republican candidates. In the 2000
Presidential cycle, the Health industry
contributed 96 million dollars to polit-
ical campaigns with about 20 million
dollars more given to Republican can-
didates. As a result, the Republican
dispute with lawyers is central in the
political debate and their hopes of get-
ting reelected.

Tort reform is a movement to
reduce the amount of tort litigation to
prevent windfall jury awards.
Unfortunately, this definition is overly
simplistic. Tort reform seems to be a
new card in the old “blame lawyers”
game that has cycled throughout pop-
ular culture for decades. Whenever
one felt that they were losing out, the
easiest and best targets were the
lawyers advocating for the other side.
Now, trial lawyers are being accused
of greedily targeting helpless health-
care professionals who are merely
doing their best to help patients. Not
surprising, however, there are two
sides to the same debate. 

Trial lawyers and malpractice
lawsuits are essential to reimburse
injuries to individuals caused by a
doctor’s negligence and help prevent
future injuries by encouraging doctors
and hospitals to implement proce-
dures that will reduce future injury.
Tort reform advocates often headline
frivolous lawsuits which they claim
could cripple the healthcare profes-
sion if any were to be successful.
These types of fear-mongering argu-
ments expose the essential flaw in the
movement’s arguments. No one dis-
putes that there are a few bad attor-
neys and frivolous lawsuits, but this
does not mean that the system is bro-
ken. Senator John Edwards (D.), a for-
mer trial attorney, writes “in a nation
as large as ours, it isn’t difficult to find
an outrageous case here and there.” It
has become “fashionable” to complain
about the courts being clogged with
frivolous lawsuits, but the reality is
most suits are legitimate disputes
where a party feels wronged by
another.

Advocates of tort reform argue
that the cost of these lawsuits goes far
beyond the cost of the occasional jury
award and causes a massive financial
drain on the industry. The greatest
drain is in the form of medical mal-
practice insurance, which has risen
dramatically over the last decade,
especially in high risk medicine like
obstetrics and surgery. Newsweek, in a
blatantly pro-tort reform article, “Civil
Wars” (12/15/03), recently suggested
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Tort reform: Fixing an unbroken system
Direct Examination

by Nicholas C. Erickson

OPINIONOPINION

that doctors waste $50 to $100 billion
on needless tests and procedures
known as “defensive medicine”.
Doctors leave no test untried, no med-
ication unprescribed, and no specialist
unconsulted in an effort to reduce
their liability. This raises the cost of
medicine and the cost of health insur-
ance, thus preventing millions of
Americans from having access to
health insurance. In the alternative,
the $50 to $100 billion “could buy
health insurance for the 40 million
Americans who have none.” Finally,
advocates of tort reform argue that
doctors and medical students are shy-
ing away from high risk fields to avoid
lawsuits.

While these arguments highlight
legitimate concerns about the health-
care industry it seems overbroad to
blame the entire healthcare crisis on
trial lawyers and malpractice lawsuits.
The following are little known facts
which dispute the conclusions drawn
by tort reform advocates: the average
cost of medical malpractice insurance
over the last decade was only $28,524
with no discernable change in the new
millennium; insurance costs amount
to only 3.2 of an average doctor’s rev-
enues; and malpractice insurance pays
nothing for 77 percent of all lawsuits
filed. Of those that are successful, an
average award is only $107,587.
Furthermore, while most doctors are
competent not every doctor is capable
of providing mistake-free care. Just
five percent of doctors are responsible
for 54 percent of all malpractice cases,
but doctors who have paid ten or more
settlements are only sanctioned 40
percent of the time. 

It is undeniable that some patients
will be the victim of medical malprac-
tice. Between 44,000 and 98,000
American die annually in hospitals
due to preventable medical errors.
Even according to the Newsweek arti-
cle, the vast majority of medical errors
go undetected and only 10 percent of
injured patients are ever compensated.
The remaining suits that are filed must
be so egregious as to be noticed and so
meaningful to be worth the time and
expense of a lawsuit. Tort reform
advocates often lament large “jackpot”
jury awards composed of large puni-
tive verdicts and claim that most
plaintiffs are seeking their own wind-
fall. Unfortunately, removing the pos-
sibility of punitive damages will harm
potential plaintiffs more than just
reducing individual verdicts. Victims
of medical malpractice will be discour-
aged from filing both because their
potential recovery may not outweigh
the cost of a lengthy trial and attorneys
fees, and insurance companies will not
be as willing to settle if they feel

immune to large verdicts. Presently,
insurance companies spend great
sums of money in an attempt to beat
plaintiffs into submission. Imagine
how far they will go if the threat of
large verdicts is removed.

If there is a problem, the solution
should not pit the interest of lawyers
against doctors. Each profession
should not be concerned with its own
profits, but advance the best interest of
their client/patient. Some alternatives
to the current system which are sug-
gested by tort reform advocates do not
protect patients rights and are focused
solely on reducing legal liability. The
resulting health system will be full of
cheap legal settlements and a corre-
sponding increase in medical mistakes
as the financial incentive to prevent
error will be removed. Already, the
annual cost to society of medical
errors is between $17 and $29 billion
dollars a year –  this money could
alternatively be used to provide health
insurance for the 40 million uninsured
Americans if the number of errors
were reduced.

Philip K. Howard, corporate
lawyer with DC firm of Covington &
Burling, has suggested creating a
healthcare court which would require
malpractice claims be judged by a spe-
cial panel of medical experts. This line
of thinking has already made medical
malpractice suits the most difficult to
prove because they are the only field
of tort law that requires a medical
expert to testify in favor of the plain-
tiff. The medical profession already
has a reputation of closing in around
colleagues to ward off liability across
the profession. Healthcare courts will
likely alienate participants who will
feel the decision is unfair and biased
towards doctors and lead to further
distrust of the legal system.

A better alternative is greater edu-
cation of medical students and efforts
on the part of doctors to combat med-
ical malpractice insurance companies.
I think an essential part of medical
training should be a course of law and
liability, which is taught to medical
students to help them minimize their
fear of being sued, identify frivolous
lawsuits, ignore idle threats by
patients, and ways to limit their insur-
ance premiums. The problem is not
with the lawyers and patients injured
by medical errors, but the insurance
companies who are too quick to settle
bad cases or spend exorbitant legal
sums to muscle legitimate plaintiffs
into submission. Doctors as con-
sumers of this insurance should take
back the market and demand greater
and more educated determinations of
when to settle and when to fight.

STOP 
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Two questions should be racing
through the minds of all Democratic
strategists hoping to topple President
Bush in the 2004 election. First, how
much will national security issues
matter? Second, what political mes-
sage can neutralize Bush’s incumbent
foreign policy advantage? 

The first question is of course
much easier to answer than the sec-
ond. The public’s concern for foreign
policy has historically fluctuated in
proportion to the perceived national
security threat. During the heart of the
Cold War and Vietnam, foreign policy
dominated the landscape of presiden-
tial politics. In 1992, with the Soviet
Union in the trash heap and the world
seemingly calm, it was “all about the
economy stupid.” 

Post-September 11, Americans
again perceive themselves to be under
attack. Indeed, with a constant barrage
of information detailing the latest hint
of intelligence about potential terrorist
attacks, Americans have been kept on
edge as never before. In the presiden-
tial election of 2004, this means that
much will hinge on the candidates’
competing visions of U.S. national
security. 

What will a successful vision
entail? In the January 4th issue of The
New York Times Magazine, James Traub
summed up the basic political chal-
lenge of foreign policy: strong and
wrong beats weak and right. In times
of grave uncertainty, Americans want

to be reassured by muscular leader-
ship more than they care about the
nuances of diplomacy. Over the last
two years, Bush has pushed a message
of strength and resolve in the face of
national adversity and the general
public has responded with seemingly
unshakeable support.

But just because most of the elec-
torate wants to hear a message of
strength does not mean that it is com-
posed of nationalist goons. As a collec-
tive body, Americans are surprisingly
farsighted in their foreign policy
views. Yes, some silly percentage of
high school seniors cannot find
Canada on a map of North America,
but the democratic process has created
a strong mainstream consensus in sup-
port of multilateralism, the United
Nations, and international efforts like
combating the spread of AIDS in
Africa. Americans don’t want to “go it
alone” if not absolutely necessary.
They want to share the burden and
they want the United States to be liked
abroad rather than feared.

The dilemma is that Americans’
actual policy preferences do not
always accord with the message they
want to hear from their commander in
chief. For example, although all
polling shows that the public strongly
prefers for the U.S. to take action in
concert with allies, they don’t want the
president to send the message that the
United States is dependent on other
states to take action abroad. Hence,
Wesley Clark and Howard Dean’s
proposals for quickly transferring
authority in Iraq to NATO are per-
ceived by much of the public as weak

and desperate rather than sound bur-
den-sharing. 

The only way to counter or at least
neutralize Bush’s “strong and wrong”
foreign policy is to be strong and right.
The Democrat who wants to success-
fully woo mainstream voters must
present a simple vision of powerful
resolve, a strengthened military,
improved homeland security, and
global leadership. Diplomatic nuance
matters, but first the challenger must
hone the message. 

Most of the Democratic candidates
with experience on the national politi-
cal scene inherently understand this
principle. Joe Lieberman, Dick
Gephardt, and John Kerry have all
crafted messages that articulate
strength with nuance. Lieberman’s
“muscular multilateralism” is the per-
fect example of combining good policy
with the right message in an edible
sound bite. 

Howard Dean’s current message,
by contrast, is too weak to appeal to
most mainstream voters. Recently,
Dean claimed that the U.S. is not more
secure after the capture of Saddam
Hussein. Although technically the
proposition is debatable, the message
it sends is pessimistic and borderline
defeatist. Right or wrong, most
Americans feel safer with Saddam
Hussein locked up, and the world is a
better place because of it. Arguing the
point may sell well with liberal
activists in New Hampshire but it
sends entirely the wrong message to
swing voters in Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and West Virginia.  

Dean’s long-term problem, how-

ever, is not his message. Messages
after all can be spun and Dean will
surely swing to the center if he secures
the nomination – he is in the process of
establishing a foreign policy team as
we speak. Dean’s ultimate weakness
as a candidate is one of association.
Dean’s early success was built on a
foundation of tapping into the anger
of the anti-war Left. It was a brilliant
early move that took him from a sec-
ond tier position to a clear frontrun-
ner. The problem is that the American
mainstream inherently distrusts the
far Left with its national security, and
properly so. Even if Dean’s message is
corrected center, it will be quite diffi-
cult for him to shed the taint of his
early core constituency. 

Ninety percent of Dean’s foreign
policy proposals fall well within the
mainstream. He is not a radical like
Dennis Kucinich. And yet, the combi-
nation of a weak message and unsa-
vory political allies gives many
Americans, including “Establishment”
Democrats, a visceral reaction against
his candidacy. Consequently, the lat-
est Gallup poll shows Dean trailing
Bush, 59 to 37 percent. 

In 1972, in the midst of a hugely
unpopular war, Richard Nixon
crushed George McGovern who ran
on an anti-war platform. McGovern’s
message belied weakness on national
security despite the fact that most
Americans agreed with his core for-
eign policy proposal. If Dean wins the
nomination, he will need to work dou-
bly hard to craft a stronger national
security message that clearly distances
him from the far Left.    

by Scott P. Lindsay
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GULC is a reputable law school
and in all classes we are encouraged
to think. Our professors actively
encourage us to question the reason-
ing of opinions to find the hidden
assumptions that some judge uncon-
sciously made, or deliberately choose
to gloss over. Yet there are also hid-
den assumptions inherent in the over-
arching GULC approach to law. We
believe that we have certain rights
and the government has certain duties
and divisions as laid down by the
Constitution of the United States.
However, the entire practice of law in
the United States might well be a
delusion that works only because
everybody is equally deluded.

Is the concept of a constitution or
framework of national law universal-
ly operational? Let me answer that by
looking at the constitution of the
biggest country in the world, and see-
ing whether its articles are better
described as fiction.

The 1982 People's Republic of
China Constitution was promulgated
by the National People's Consultative
Committee (NPCC), a diverse assem-
bly made up of 3000 delegates from
all walks of life including substantial
representation from women, minori-
ties and the poor. Most of these legis-
lators are still alive today. 

On its surface, the Chinese
Constitution reflects the wishes of a
diverse body. One might even view it
as an improvement of the US

Constitution, since it was more recent-
ly adopted and the drafters were
more representative of the country
than US drafters were hundreds of
years ago. The Chinese constitution
specifically makes the state responsi-
ble for the environment and antipollu-
tion efforts (Art. 26), protects the right
of women to obtain equal pay (Art.
48), guarantees employment and
training for employment to its citizens
(Art. 42), and provides state assistance
for the old and handicapped (Art. 45).
It also protects minorities by guaran-
teeing representation, affirming the
principles of affirmative action, and
providing protection against hate
speech (Art. 4).

The NPCC is listed as the highest
organ of state power in the Chinese
constitution. It is given the power to
elect or dismiss the President and
executive officials, the Chairman of
the Central Military Commission, the
Procurator General (roughly attorney
general) and the President of the
Supreme Court (Arts. 62, 63). Smaller
communities such as municipalities,
towns, and cities get to elect their own
congresses and courts (Art. 95). Other
rights granted by the Chinese consti-
tution include guarantees of freedom
of assembly (Art. 35), freedom of reli-
gion (Art. 36), freedom from unrea-
sonable search and seizure (Art. 37). It
does not actually guarantee free
speech per se, but it offers protection
to citizens from government retalia-
tion for criticizing the government
(Art. 41).

Are the rights and freedoms
granted by the Chinese constitution

actually respected by the authorities?
The answer is a resounding no. For
example, China has cracked down
harshly on people who practice the
religion-philosophy of Falun Gong,
even arresting people who gather
merely to perform peaceful spiritual
exercises in parks. It was not until
1995 that a local court was even will-
ing to hear a citizen's complaint that
the police arrested him without a war-
rant, and to this day searches and
arrests without the use of warrants
are common. The police recently raid-
ed the offices of Southern Metropolitan
Daily, a newspaper that had revealed
the latest suspected case of SARS in
China, and detained its journalists on
'suspicion of financial crimes', a com-
mon charge used whenever local offi-
cials wish to punish people who had
offended them.

Again, superficially, the PRC
Constitution of 1982 does not bar
alternative parties from competing in
elections. This was made clearer in the
1993 Amendment to article 4 which
explicitly provides for multiparty
political consultation. However, the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has
never genuinely sanctioned competi-
tion. There were eight other 'parties'
linked to the communist party in the
last election, although when a private
group of intellectuals and dissidents
attempted to establish their own
Democratic Party of China it was
promptly shut down. The CCP also
continues to control who gets
approved to stand for election as a
delegate to the NPCC.  

China has become the growth

engine for the world economy. It has
become the biggest buyer of U.S. gov-
ernment debt as the Bush administra-
tion has run up increasingly large
deficits. The importance of dealings
with China is so great that nowadays
only the Amish are capable of living
without Chinese products. Yet the
strangest thing is that Chinese law
and rights are premised on a very
shaky foundation. Private enterprise
was only legalized in the 1999 amend-
ments to the Constitution, and that
was because the United States would
not have negotiated conditions for
WTO admission with China other-
wise.

An optimist can say that the PRC
government will become more
accountable to the people overtime,
and therefore to the people's wishes
as expressed in its constitution,
because of the social and economic
changes taking place in China today.
A pessimist might say that in a
wealthier China where everyone is
satisfied and has something to lose by
political activism, citizens might be
less predisposed to push for their
rights under the Constitution. A more
powerful and confident China might
also be less inclined to accept Western
pressure to practice legal reform.

The American Cinderella has cho-
sen to purchase her clothes, shoes and
carriage from China. Whether these
turn into a pumpkin or a handsome
prince at midnight has yet to be seen.
Will the future of Chinese law be
merely a fairy tale, or will it have a
fairy-tale ending where everyone
lives happily under the rule of law?

Constitutional reform from a Chinese persepective
by Chen Fong Goh



Consumer marketers have a field
day every January. In the wake of the
holiday joy hangover, they take what
seems like unholy pleasure in reveal-
ing “the most popular buys of the sea-
son.” These are typically the things
your mom, dad, or other relatives poor
at hiding disappointment had begged
for, but you either a) didn’t buy them,
because they flew out of stock faster
than Return of the King tickets, or b)
bought them, but could now buy them
for 89% less, plus a free Foreman grill.
Needless to say, when the professional
Jenny Buy-it-alls make their annual
post-holiday pilgrimages on TV, many
people I know change the channel. I
did too, this year, but not because I
was annoyed with the products, just
because I was annoyed with being
one. For all my disdain toward Miss
Buy-it-all, I knew she, or someone like
her, had pegged exactly what I wanted
for Christmas months ago. And I’m
ashamed to say that I got it, as did
many of my classmates, and a sleigh
load of our fellow Americans. 

When the fall term began, I took
part in what seems to be a law student
ritual of rediscovering the wonder of
television. With minds overloaded,
pockets inside-out, and books and
weather to keep us inside, we find the
tube the ideal in relaxation—cheap,
effortless, and entertaining. And, with
the recent onslaught of reality pro-
gramming, many of us have added
another adjective—addictive. 

My own observations of the
GULC community seem to support
that it does, indeed, represent the
microcosm of the global community
that the administration intends. At
least, as far as entertainment prefer-
ence is concerned. If between-class
whispers are any indication, the reali-
ty television programs that drew

America to its screens this year also
succeeded in drawing many GULC
students away from their books. It
seems like an innocent pastime,
arguably even an All-American one,
given the enormous popularity of
these programs. 

Why? I think most of us, if asked
about viewing preferences, would say
we flip it on when we want a cheap
laugh, or need a quick break. Is that
all? Or is the real motivation some-
what less innocent than Trista on her
wedding day?              

If you look at where the network
executives are pointing their cameras,
the answer isn’t hard to see. Yes
Virginia, there is a profession
designed and enabled even to manip-
ulate lawyers. Basically, these execs
are Santa with a gym membership and
better tailoring—they know when
we’re sleeping; they know when we’re
awake. Furthermore, from the other
sides of our screens, they can tell not
only whether we’ve been bad or good,
but whether we’d rather be better or
worse; whether we’d rather see our
neighbors richer or poorer; whether
we want to view, for entertainment
value, human begins who are sick,
slightly mentally unstable or unedu-
cated; or if we prefer the healthy,
esteemed and wise. And they—and
we—know the answers before we’ve
clicked the remote.

But, they also know better. They
know we, being upstanding students
and scholars of the law, are richer than
Joe Millionaire in character stores. It is
against our American way to delight
in the hardships of others. So, a net-
work may offer us a reality television
program about the first year of a
newly married couple, so that we may
justify our watching as “social curiosi-
ty” and insight gathering. Meanwhile,
they’ll hand us a program wholly cen-
tered on the bride’s verbal gaffes and
cooking mistakes, with a husband
thrown in for some sort of prop pur-
pose no one cares about. If that isn’t

our style, we can always flip to a
promised real-life fairy tale about a
lonely bachelor’s quest for love. But
oddly enough, this program will
devote only a small amount of time to
the title character and his romantic
attitudes, and the rest will be spent
footaging the women bursting into
tears, ranting about personal insecuri-
ties, and spilling food on themselves.  

This isn’t a matter of haphazard
film editing. It’s a market-driven
reflection of a shift in the American
living room couch (or Gewirz common
room couch) culture—where once we
wanted to have fun at the end of a
tough day, we now need to make fun.
Pettiness, condescension, mocking,
superficiality—we snatch up these
apparent “indulgences” as eagerly as
the last remaining Corporations syl-
labi. 

Technically, as members of the
legal profession, we have a heightened
obligation, over the American public,
not to put our senses of humanity and
compassion up for sale. But it’s only
TV, right? And these are only hour-

long shows. Real evaluation and objec-
tive judgment take energy, and since
when are we —especially with the
stress of law school—expected to
make time for that? Plus, all those real-
ity pseudo-celebs chose to put them-
selves out there, right? Why fret over
criticizing them, when we’ve got real
life injustices to worry about, like
when Professor X calls our buddy
Tommy out in Property class, and
gives him an extra hard time. I mean
really, is that ethical conduct on the
professor’s part? It’s not like Tommy
just “chose” to be in that situation. 

Nope, he both chose and paid for
it.

So maybe next year, I’ll be differ-
ent. I’ll try and reject my gift-wrapped,
customized order of mass-marketed
meanness, “Thanks for being a jerk”
gift tag attached, from the happy exec-
utives at all major networks. 

Till then, I’m headed to stock up
on popcorn and pretzels at the post-
holiday sales. I need something to
throw at that new Average Joe girl. 

My John Hancock
by Elizabeth Hancock
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